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Frequently Asked 
Questions



1. I read that the LSE workload is ‘huge’. Is this true?

2. Why should I prefer LSE Economics to other leading universities?

3. These ‘outside options’… how would I choose?

4. Does everyone here become a banker?

5. I’ve heard LSE students are dissatisfied? Is this true? What improvements will I see?

6. Is LSE really one of the best economics departments in the world? How does that matter to 

me, except for bragging about it?  Aren’t most classes taught by PhD students?

7. Will I get the chance to do some research in economics?
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Building blocks of teaching and learning

Lectures

Independent 
study

Classes

LSE Community 
Engagement

Office hours
Drop-ins

Large for core courses; 
typically twice weekly;

Faculty

Weekly classes to discuss 
problem sets; max 20 students; 

taught by GTAs/LSE 
Fellows/Faculty

Weekly: Department 
and LSE LIFE

Also with friends; 
LSE LIFE is a hub 

Events; speakers; 
Sen Club – discussions 

from Uber to Brexit



Teaching and learning



Economics Study Support
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• What our students say:

“Economics at LSE goes deeper than just eye-popping 
diagrams and mathematics - what is taught in the 
classroom is directly linked to the real-world”

“The best of all worlds. Academic rigour, great social 
life, incredible buzz of intense diversity”

Department of Economics

Why Economics at LSE?





Strong career prospects: LSE

Source: Biggest winners and losers from degrees by Sean Coughlan, BBC News education and family correspondent
27 November 2018, accessible via https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-46345527

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-46345527
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Seeking 
advice
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• While many students go on to do investment banking, auditing, economic and 
management consultancy, retail and commercial banking and accounting…

• …many others go on to careers in Government Departments, the Bank of 

England and other Central Banks, academia, and much much more! 

• And a sizeable number go to do postgraduate study!

Student Destinations
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Undergraduate Team

Wouter
Deputy Head for Education

Dimitra 
UG Programme Director

Judith
Departmental Tutor

Kasia
Year 1 Tutor

Nico
Year 2 Tutor

Junius
Year 3 Tutor

Sarah
UG Programme

Manager

Fiona
Programmes

Assistant



Celebrating Teaching Excellence



Python for Economics Weekends
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• 1st in the UK; tied 5th in the World for Economics & Econometrics (QS)
• Academic rigour and diverse options
• Incredibly international and diverse student body and academic staff
• Benefits of central London location
• Uniquely rich choice of public speakers and events

• Large investment in teaching excellence, student support and 
community-building, with more planned

• Outstanding employability
• Careers Services with dedicated events for Economics
• Our graduates go on to successful careers in the Government Departments, the Bank 

of England (and world equivalents), academia, investment banking, economic and 
management consultancy, and much much more! 

Why Economics at LSE?
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• Application for transfer into EME end of Year 2

• Quantitative Thesis (EC331)

• Three units comprising:
- up to two from:
-Econometric Theory (EC309) 
-Games and Economic Behaviour (EC319)
-Problems of Applied Econometrics (EC333)

- up to two from the EME course selection list (lots of choice!) 
- up to one outside option

BSc EME Year 3

http://www.lse.ac.uk/resources/calendar/programmeRegulations/undergraduate/2019/BScEconometricsAndMathematicalEconomics.htm


Research Opportunities





Department of Economics

Feel free to contact me!

Dimitra Petropoulou

d.petropoulou@lse.ac.uk



Department of Economics

What can I expect next?

Join me, other members of the 
LSE Undergraduate Team, as well 
as current and former students for 
a live Q&A session through Zoom!





We look forward 
to meeting you!


